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NEW QUESTION: 1
The chief financial officer (CFO) of Consolidated Messenger
wants to know exactly how much it will cost to acquire Office
Professional Plus for each new Fabrikarn employee.
Which benefit of the current licensing solution of Fabrikarn
provides this information?
A. Multiple enrollments
B. True-up pricing
C. Spread payments
D. Global agreement
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
When is data sharing agreement MOST likely to be needed?
A. When personal data is being shared between commercial
organizations acting as joint data controllers.
B. When personal data is being shared with a public authority
with powers to require the personal data to be disclosed.
C. When personal data is being proactively shared by a

controller to support a police investigation.
D. When anonymized data is being shared.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What does the following code achieve?
.
A. When the user presses F4, Screen 100
addition to the normal help screen
B. When the user presses F4, Screen 100
the normal possible values search help
C. When the user presses F1, Screen 100
the normal possible values search help
D. When the user presses F1, Screen 100
addition to the normal help screen
Answer: B
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